Accessories and spare parts for lances and twin lances 270
Adapter for lances 273
Belt support kit for telescopic lances 269
Complete lances 267
easyturn ST-9.4 – rotatable lances by Suttner 263
easyturn ST-9.7 – colored lances by Suttner 262
easywash365+ lances by Suttner 261, 264-265
Gun extensions 272
Gun extensions with handle 273
High pressure telescopic lances 269
Insulations for lances 273
Kit ST-85 Push & Pull 259
Lance bender 270
Lance holder 270
Lance holder, two-piece 273
Lances 238-247
Lances with ergonomic swivel screw coupling 248-249
Longcast lances 266
Nozzle protector 270
Nozzle protector and nozzle holder 271-272
Pivotal nozzle holder 268
Self-service lances 264
Splash guard 268
ST-175 Foam & Clean 256
ST-330 swivel nozzle holder 268
ST-85 Push & Pull lances 257-258
Suttner ultra high pressure lances 259-260
Twin and adjustable nozzle holder 267
Twin lances 250-255
U-lances 241
Ultra high pressure twin lances 259-260